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NOTIFICATION

The following is the Probability List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found 

provisionally eligible to be included in the Ranked list, subject to the verification of the Original documents, 

for selection to the post of  LABORATORY ASSISTANT (FACTORY) - Statewide  (Category No. 

258/2013 ) in STATE FARMING CORPORATION OF KERALA LTD. on RS. 5650-8790 on the basis of 

the Objective Type Test (OMR) held on 27/08/2014.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, 

indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test. The candidates whose numbers are included the 

in Probability List are directed to be present for verification of original documents. Date, Time and Venue of 

Certificate verification will be intimated in due course.

:

:

0471-2447201

Thiruvananthapuram

HEAD OFFICE, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

184/2015/ER IIA

Main List

100119 100294 100894 100974 101054 101473

101475 102193 102828 102962 104578 106317

106534 106649

Supplementary List

Ezhava

101441 104770 105030 106296 106331

Scheduled Caste

103324 103844 104594 105006 105631

Scheduled Tribe

100698 106120 106165 106225 106459

Muslim

105378 105384 105484 105575 105600

Latin Catholics/A.I.

100217 100641 100929 102228 104110

O.B.C.

100100 100517 106274 106325 106332

Viswakarma

103119 104377 105112 106231 106347

SIUC Nadar

100345 100746 101094 101132 101167
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  Statewide 

O.X.

101618 101995 102793 103290 103353

Dheevara

102139 103420 103526 104170 104945

Hindu Nadar

100483 100536 100617 100744 106708

List of Differently abled Candidates for 3% Reservation

Low Vision

106237 DA-B

Hearing Impairment

105299 DA-D

Locomotor Disability / Cerebral Palsy

100511 DA-O 101012 DA-O 101511 DA-O
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  Statewide 

Office of the

Kerala Public Service Commission

Approved for issue,

Section Officer.

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject to  scrutiny and admission 

of  application on absolute basis.  Inclusion of Register  numbers in the probability list does not confer any 

right on the candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

Note:- (2)  The list has been  prepared by including the number of candidates who have secured top marks 

in the OMR Test. 

Note :- (3)  The candidates who have secured 74 (Seventy four) marks and above are included in the Main 

List of the probability list and the requisite marks have been lowered to the extent necessary in respect of 

the Supplementary list.

Note:- (4)  Candidates included in the Probability List should present and produce in person the original 

documents for OTR verification.  Date, Time and Venue of certificate verification of candidates included in 

this probability list will be intimated in due course. The candidates included inthe probability list are 

directed to upload scanned documents in their OTR profile for verification. 

Note:- (5)   According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer 

scripts can be rechecked after the publication of Ranked List.  Detailed instructions will be published in the 

Ranked List to be published for the post. 

Note :- (6)  Candidates belonging to Other Backward Classes included in this list who are required to 

produce  Non – Creamy Layer Certificate as per G.O (P) No: 81/09/SC/ST/DD dated 26.09.2009 shall 

produce the same along with the other documents mentioned above at the time of verification of original 

documents.

Note :- (8) Copy of answer  scripts  of the OMR Test held on 27/08/2014 will be issued to those candidates 

who, apply for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List.  Candidates whose 

Register Numbers are invalidated are advised to refer to Notification No : ER IIA(2)2463/15/EW DTD 

28/10/2015.

Head Office,Thiruvananthapuram

SAJU GEORGE

SECRETARY

KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Head Office ,  Thiruvananthapuram

Note :- (7) Candidates belonging to SC/ST community included in this list who are required to produce 

community certificate issued for producing before PSC shall produce the same along with the other 

documents mentioned above at the time of verification of original documents.


